
Dr. Amit Rana joins as Member of Advisory Board

DataVaccinator deepens its expertise in the health sector 

Luxembourg, 13 September 2023 – With immediate effect, Dr. Amit Rana will join
the DataVaccinator Advisory Board and will support the company with his expertise
in healthcare and innovative ways to securely collect, manage and analyze health 
data to the benefit of patients and the health ecosystem as a whole.
 
“I am impressed by the innovative technologies that DataVaccinator has developed
and deployed in the emerging data privacy space”, states Dr. Rana. “Demand for 
such technologies will skyrocket in the health sector as data volumes are projected
to increase manifold and as data analytics will require an access to multiple, 
decentralized sources in seamless and secure ways. I am eager to support  
DataVaccinator on its way to becoming a respected international brand.”

“We are very glad that Dr. Rana joins our Board”, says Kurt Kammerer, CEO. “His 
deep healthcare expertise and know-how in digital technologies have made him a 
valuable contributor to healthcare and innovation ecosystems (Harvard, MIT and 
Columbia et al) as well as to global healthcare organizations. Needless to say that 
Amit Rana will bring new insights to DataVaccinator.”

Press contact: pr@datavaccinator.com  

About Dr. Amit Rana  
Profile on linkedin

About DataVaccinator  
DataVaccinator protects your sensitive data and information against abuse. At the very 
moment when data is being generated, the DataVaccinator service splits that data and 
uses advanced pseudonymisation techniques to separate content from identity information.
Thus, the DataVaccinator service reduces cyber security risks in the health, industry, 
finance and other sectors and supports service providers, device manufacturers, data 
generating and data handling parties to manage sensitive data in a secure and GDPR-
compliant manner. For more information: https://www.datavaccinator.com/.
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